My Work

- Wrote numerous articles
- A lot of features
- Proofread the newspaper
- Traveled a lot for stories
Sevilla

Córdoba

Estepona

Maggie and Leo (Madrid)
What was rewarding?

- I really enjoyed improving my writing. After doing feature after feature, I can write about 1,000 words in a little under an hour.

- Traveling was also a lot of fun!

- It was an interesting mixture of culture: A British Newspaper in the Costa del Sol.

- Learning the difference between a biscuit, cookie, and galleta.
Going out for dinner before the port

Laura and Laurence

Complete newspapers
Impact on the olive press

- There were only two other journalists (Laura and Laurence), so my pieces really increased the rate at which articles were being published.

- I had to write features, which are articles that “make you think” (Jon, the boss).

- Héctor and I would talk for about an hour in the morning about current affairs in the U.S.
Again, Laurence and Laura. They were the only two journalists—each had an ENTIRE newspaper to write!
- I don’t want to do the traditional journalism I prefer analytical long-forms.

- I definitely want to learn more about Spanish culture, in addition to general European culture.

- I love traveling.

- This internship probably substantiates my current career path: a professorship.

- I will return to Spain!

- Princeton has a special place in my heart.
Atocha Renfe train station
In the end

- I learned a lot about myself, my placement in the world, and what matters to me. Spain will always have a special place in my heart. Although I was only in Madrid for about three days, I could definitely see myself living there. Moreover, my coworkers had a profound impact on me. I’m so glad I chose to work for The Olive Press.